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REALISTIC PDE SOLUTIONS FOR NON-RECfANGULAR DOMAINS




We present an algorithm to define exact solutions of realistic elliptic problems on noo-
rectangular domains. TIlls allows us to create a population of elliptic PDE problems with the fol-
lowing chaIacteristics:
1. The elliptic operato~ are second order, linear and of general nature.
2. The domains are non-rectangular.
3. The true solutions are known exactly and can have the singularities and boundary
layers that one expects in applications.
4. The population allows very large samples to be taken for statistical swdies.
We also enlarge the population of domains given in [Rice, 1984] to 25 domains, each with two
parameters. These domains and true solutions are incorporated in the ELLPACK system to allow
studies of PDE software performance.
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1. OBJECTIVES
Our objective is to define a population of elliptic partial differential equation (PDE) prob-
•
lems on a set of Don-rectangular domains. These problems must have exactly known solutions
and yet be realistic in~. It is trivial to take me PDE population of [Dyksen, Houstis and
Rice, 1981] and simply change the domains. However, one does Dot obtain realistic problems
because these solutions do not have the singularities and boundary layers that are characteristic of
real applications. For funher background on the use of such populations see [Boisven, Houstis
and Rice, 1979], [Rice, 1979] and [Rice, 1986]. The specific objective is to create a population of
elliptic PDE problems with the following characteristics:
1. The elliptic operators are second order, linear and of general nature.
2. The domains are non-rectangular.
3. The true solutions are known exactly.
.-
4. The true solutions have lhe singularities and/or boundary layers that one expects in
applications.
5. The populations have parameters so that very large samples can be taken for statisti·
cal studies of PDE software performance.
,
Our main task is to meet the fourth objective. We construct trUe solutions that are the sums
of smooth functions, functions with singularities at domain corners (or elsewhere) and functions
that have boundary layers along domain sides. The latter is the principal difficulty. As with
many other geomenic problems, it seems easy to define a boundary layer along a curved side
which smoothly merges into the neighboring boundary pieces. In fact, this is quite difficult to do
in general and the constrUction we use is rather complicated and not entirely fool-proof. TIlls
coDStrUction is presented in detail in Section 2.
We also extend the population of domains given by [Rice, 1984] in two ways. First, every
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domain now has two parameters. Second, five more domains are added to give a total of 25
domains. These are described in Appendix 2. Actual precise definitions are given in Fortran pro-
grams that are pan of the ELLPACK system.
2. THE TRUE SOLUTION
We construct nue solutions which are linear combinations of lhree functions - a smooth
function. a function with a singularity at a specified point, and a function with a boundary layer
along a specified domain side. First and second partial derivatives with respect to x and y are
also available. !be mixed partial derivative is not available. The generic function true (x. y)
may be defined as follows:
true (x. y) = smooth (x, y) + singp,(x, y) + blayer(x. y) •
where
smootJz(x,y) = [COS~*Y)+Sin(b*(X -y»] * (1+a*sin(b*x/2»
singpt(x,y)=as'" ldlStp(X,y)]bs
blayer(x. y) = ab ... w l(distb (x. y» '" w2 (param (x, y» * e-bb • dUlb(x, y)
Two parameters, a and b vary the size and the oscillation frequency. respectively. of the
smooth term. If a = b = 0, then smooth (x.y) = 1.
The parameters as and bs determine the magnitude and exponent, respectively, of the point
singularity term. The function distp (x ,y) is simply the distance from a point (x, y) to a specified
point (xs, ys). The point (xs, ys) is chosen in one of two ways: it may be set by indicating a
boundaIy piece is whose first point will be the corner where the singularity is found, or the user
may enter coordinate values for a point (xs. ys) lying anywhere.
The function blayer (x.y) is used to define a boundary layer along a specified domain piece.
A parameter ib selects the desired piece. Boundary pieces in the ELLPACK system are num-
hered in the order they are defined by the user. The parameters ab and bb determine the magni-
tude and the decay exponent, respectively, of the boundary layer. The function distb(x,y) is
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simply the minimum distaDce from a point (x. y) to the specified boundary piece ib. This value
is computed numerically using a modified bisection scheme. Boundary curves are defined
parametrically in ELLPACK and hence the computation of distb (x ,J) normally requires many
evaluations of the curve parameterization functions. We find that it is best to do this computation
in double precision on 32-bit machines.
Two •'special cases" complicate the computation of distb (x. y), and b/ayer (x. y) as a
whole. The first is that the closest point to (x. y) on a boundary piece wilh large curvature may
change dramatically with only a small change in x or y. In fact the closest point might not even
be unique. As a simple example, suppose the domain is a circle and we would like true ex. y) to
have a boundary layer around the entire boundary. At the center of this circle dislb (x, y) is itself
continuous, but its derivatives with respect to x and y are clearly di~ontinuQus. This discon-
tinuity introduces an extra difficulty into true(x, y) that we do not intend. We'"avoid this prob-
lem by iDaoducing the weight function w 1(distb (x. y)). The effect of w 1 is to make sure the
boundary layer term. goes to zero for points close to or beyond the center of curvature of some
part of the selected boundary piece. More specifically, our method is to first estimate r miD' the
minimum radius of curvature at a point on piece ib. This is done only once, when a new value of
ib is selected. The weight function w I is then defined to be zero if dist b (x , y) > r miD /2, and is
defined by a quintic which rises from 0 to 1 as dist b (x. y) goes from r miD /2 to O. In this way,
the boundary layer js kept close to the boundary if the piece has large curvature.
TIle second special case occurs when the closest boundary point to a point (x, y) is an end-
point. Again, this inuoduces unwanted discontinuities in the derivatives of disrb (x, y) and hence
into true (x, y). We handle this case by computing an extension to the boundary piece and then
finding the closest point on that extension. The extension is simply a curve extending from the
endpoint with the same slope and curvature as we estimate the boundary piece to have at that
endpoint This succeeds in preserving the desired continuity in disrb (x, y), but it has the
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unwanted side-effect in some cases of continuing the boundary layer along the next boundary
piece or even out into the domain. A second function, W 2(param ex •y) ) is used to deal with this
problem. The weight function w 2 depends on the value of the boundary parameter at the boun-
daly point closest to (;r. y). If the closest boundary point is on the·boundary piece, then w 2 = 1.
If the closest point is on an extension. w 2 is a function which goes from one to zero as the param-
erer value increases (or decreases) along the extension away from the endpoint. The weight func-
tion w2 is identically zero for parameter values much less or much greater than the range of
parameter values which define the boundary piece. If the boundary parameter p varies between
Pmm andpmu along piece ib, then w2 = a jf
1
Put < Pr:tJi.n -lO(Pmax - Pmm)
or
1
Put> PTIWI. + "'iQCPmax - PmiD) •
We estimate Put. the parameter value at the point on the boundary piece extension, by extrapolat-
iog from parameter values at points near the end of the piece. 'This approach succeeds in prevent-
ing boundary layers from continuing too far along neighboring pieces. If the boundary e,;tension
re-enters the domain (as is the case with a re-entrant comer for example), there will be singulari-
ties in true (x, y) for a shon distance along this extension.
We give examples ofseveral different true solutions in Appendix 1.
-3. Sample ELLPACK Program
We include a sample Interactive EI..l.PACK [Dyk..sen and Ribbens, 1986] program which
can be used [Q experiment with the various domains and the solutions described above. The pro-
gram shown in Figure 3.1 is to be run on a Tekuonix 4115 graphics tenninal. Menu items are




* Interactive ELLPACK program for solving Poisson equation on
II< various domains with various realistic true solutions.
•
OPTIOINS. terminal - tek4115
max x points _ 65
max y points - 65
•






'" define simple p.d.e. problem
•
EQUATION. uxx + uyy ~ f(x,y)
•
'" define generic domain with at most 6 sides
•
BOUNDARY. u-true(x,y) on x ~ r9llIJ<c(p,l), Y= r9myc(p,l) &
for p - r9nrmn(idom,apar,bpar) to rl brng(2,1)
u~true(x,y) on x ~ r9llIJ<c(p,2), Y _ r9myc(p,2) &
for p - rlbrng(I,2) to rlbrng(2,2)
u~nue(x,y)on x = r9llIJ<c(p,3), y ~ r9myc(p,3) &
forp _ rlbrng(I,3) to rlbrng(2,3)
u~nue(x,y)on x - r9llIJ<c(p,4), Y~ r9myc(p,4) &
forp - rlbrng(l,4) to rlbrng(2,4)
u~nue(x,y)on x - r9llIJ<c(p,5), y ~ I9myc(p,5) &
for p - rlbrng(I,5) to rlbrng(2,5)
u-nue(x,y) on x ~ I91lIJ<c(p,6), y _ r9myc(p,6) &
forp ~ rlbrng(I,6) to rlbrng(2,6)
:MENU. 'Problem Solving Menu'
'cd:change domain'
foman.





Figure 3.1. Sample Interactive ELLPACK program which may be used to experiment wilh the




pri.nI: ..... enter domain parameter 1:'
read *, apar
print .... enter domain parameter 2;'
read *, bpar
'cp:change problem parameters' fon.
eall q9tn:p
grid. interactive
disc. 5 point star
solu. linpack band
MENU. 'OutpUt Menu'
'pd:plot domain' out. plot domain
'peplor uuc' out plot(troe)
'pu:plot u' out plat(u)
'D.I:tabte u' out. table(u)
'pe:plot error' out plot(error)
'me:ma:x error' out. max(error)
"mv:move plot from view to view' out move view
'cv:copy plot from view to view' out. copy view
'dv:delete plot from view' out. delete view
'ev:enlarge views' out. enlarge views
'pp:put function plot to a file' out. put plot
'gp:get function plot from a file' out get plot




c define right side function f(x,y)
c
call q9trdv (x, y, true, truex, truey, truexx, uueyy)













2, modify lhat domain by changing the domain parameters, define a true solution by selecting
values for lhe parameters described in Section 2, solve the PDE by finite differences and Band
Gawos Elimination, and plot the true and computed solutions as well as the error. A subprogram
Q9TRCP is used to change the problem (by modifying the true solution parameters). A function
R9TRUE and a subroutine Q9TRDV are provided to remm values of the true solution and of its
derivatives. respectively.
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We give a set of four figures which illustrate a few of the many realistic PDE prob·
lems which may be defined in our system. Figure A.I shows plots of four true solutions
on Domain 1 of the population of test domains. In View 1 of Figure A.I the default
values of all parameters are selected. The true solution co~ists solely of the smooth term
true (x,y) = [cos(y) + ,in(x - y)]' [I + 'in(~ )].
In View 2 we have introduced a boundary layer term along side 2 (the top side). In View
3 the decay exponent of the boundary layer term is increased from 5.0 to 10.0, so that the
boundary layer extends a much shoner distance out into the domain. In View 4 the mag-
nitude of the boundary layer is increased from 1.0 to 2.0. Now the boundary layer term
appears to dominate. the solution to an even greater extent.
Figure A.2 shows contour plots of four true solutions on Domain 11. In View 1 the
smooth term. is the only one present. In View 2 a boundary layer of size 1.0 and decay
exponent 5.0 has been added along side 3 (the curved boundary piece). In Views 3 and 4
the size of the boundary layer term is increased to 5.0 and 10.0 respectively.
In Figure A.3 four true solutions on Domain 24 are shown. The first view contains a
contour plot of a true solution consisting of a point singularity term. The singularity is
located at (0.5,0.5), the re-entranI corner at the upper right The default magnitude (1.0)
and exponent (1.5) are used here. ]n View 2 a boundary layer term along piece 4 (the
right curved side) has also been introduced. In View 3 the boundary layer is the same, but
the singularity has been moved to (0.0,0.6), in the interior of the region. Finally, in View
4 we see a true solution consisting solely of a boundary layer of magnitude 2.0 along the
horizontal piece at the bottom of the region. Notice that the boundary layer extends a
short way into the domain at the right end of the indicated boundary piece.
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In Figure A.4 we give contour plors offOUT true solutions defined on Domain 7. The
function in View 1 has a point singularity at the upper right comer. In View 2 there is
both a point singularity at the upper right corner and a boundary layer along piece 4 (the
curved piece). The magnimde of the boundary layer term is increased from 1.0 to 2.0 in
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Figure A.I. Contour plots of four true solutions on Domain 1. View 1: default (smooth)
solution; View 2: smooth + blayer (magnitude = 1.0, exponent = 5.0); View 3:
smooth + blayer (magnitude = 1.0, exponent = 10.0); View' 4: smooth + blayer
(magnitude = 2.0, exponent = 10.0).
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Figure A.2. Contour pIors of fOUf uue solutions on Domain II. View 1: smooth; View 2:
smooth + blayer (size ... 1.0, exponent = 5.0); View 3: smooth + blayer (size = 5.0,
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Figure A.3. Contour plots of four true solutions on Domain 24. View 1: singpt (size,., 1.0,
exponent = 1.5); View 2: singpt (size = 1.0, exponent = 1.5) + blayer (size ... 1.0,
exponent = 5.0); View 3: singpt (size = 1.0, exponent = 1.5) + blayer (size = 1.0,




















































































A set of :figures is given, 2 or4 per domain, for the 25 members of the domain popu-
lation. Each domain has two parameters. The figures given at the end of this appendix
illustrate their influence, but in many cases ODe must experiment to see the effect of vary-
ing the parameters. Exact definitions of the domains are provided by the programs
Q9NRSR and Q9NRBC discussed below. Table 1 provides some summary information
about the domains. We also list other properties as follows:
Smooth: 3,8
Counterclockwise: 3, 19.20.22,23.25
Re-entrant corners: 4,5,6,9,12,14.19,20,21 (b < 0),22 (b < -I), 24
Sharp points, cusps possible: 4, II, 19,22,25
Rapid oscillations, fine variations possible: 9,13,19
Unusually complex shape: 6,9, 12, 14, 19
Precise Definition:
The domains are defined by a set of Fortran subprograms. Since they are inear-
porateed into the ELLPACK system, they have unusual names which follow the
ELLPACK conventions.
Q9NRBC: Contains all the fonnulas for the boundary pieces, used as
CALL Q9NRBC(P,x,y,IPIECE)
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whenP is the parameteroD piece JPIECE of me boundary. The coordinate values (x, y)
of the corresponding point are returned.
Q9NRSR. Sets the parameter ranges and number of boundary pieces for each
domain. The parameters given are included to see if they satisfy constraints designed to
eliminate illegal domains.
R9NRMN. A main program (but a function) which must be called to initialize lhe
use ofa particular domain as follows:
R9NRMN (INDOMN, PARI, PAR2)
where INDOMN is the domain number and PARI, PAR2 are the two parameters. Default
parameters are selected by setting PARI co P AR2 = -99999.
R9NRXC, R9NRYC. Two functions which use Q9NRBC to return the x and y
coordinates of a point on the boundary:
(R9NRXC (P, IPIECE), R9NRYC (P, IPIECE))
It is more efficient, but sometimes less convenient, to use Q9NRBC to obtain both coordi-
nates at once.
- 17 -
Table 1. Summary information about the 25 domains. The domains are listed in order
along with the default values of the parameters, the number nbound of boundary pieces
and remarks.
No. Defaults nbound Remarks
1 .8, .6 4 Rectangles
2 I, 1 3 Triangles
3 2,1 1 Ellipses. Counterclockwise
4 I, 1 7 Polygon mapped by;z:: = u Q • Y = vb
5 .2, .3 8 Polygon with one vertex variable
6 0,0 16 Polygon with mapping of (u. 'V) plane
7 .4, .2 6 Rectangle with semi-circular notch on bottom
8 I, 1 1 Circle
9 .2,.2 6 Meat cleaver shape with wavy top, variable waves
10 I, a 3 Triangle with one comer smoothed, u variable mapped
11 I, a 4 Piano top with mapping of (u. v) plane
12 4.4,3.6 14 Polygon with one pan adjustable, one variable hump at the end of a long neck
13 .25,1 4 Rectangle with wavy top, variable amplitude and frequency
14 0,0 11 Model of reactor wall with mapping of (u. v) plane
15 5,1.5 4 Quaner annulus
16 1.25..75 5 Circular sector with semi-eircular notch on bottom
.. 17 0,0 6 Spatula shape with rotation and expansion
18 0,0 7 Default has several horizontal and vertical tangents, wilh mapping
of (u, 'V) plane
19 0,0 7 Complex shape with deep, sharp, reentrant boundary segment and
wilh mapping of (u, 'V) plane. Counterclockwise
20 5,1 2 Two intersecting circles. Counterclockwise
21 .2, .5 4 Has one curved side and one movable vertex
22 I, .1 4 Has two curved sides wilh mapping of (u, 'V) plane. Counterclockwise
23 0, .5 5 Big wave on one side, wilh mapping of (u. 'V) plane. Counterclockwise
24 5,.5 6 Circle with two notches removed
25 .2,0 4 Has two curved sides, is three sided when b = -1. Counterclockwise
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